Rights of HIV Positive People to Sexual and Reproductive Health: Parenthood
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Abstract: In many areas of the globe most HIV infection is transmitted sexually or in association with pregnancy, childbirth and breastfeeding, raising the need for sexual and reproductive health and HIV/AIDS initiatives to be mutually reinforcing. Many people with HIV, who are in good health, will want to have children, and highly active antiretroviral therapy provides women and men living with AIDS the possibility of envisaging new life projects such as parenthood, because of a return to health. However, there are still difficult choices to face concerning sexuality, parenthood desires and family life. Structural, social and cultural issues, as well as the lack of programmatic support, hinder the fulfilment of the right to quality sexual and reproductive health care and support for having a family. This paper addresses the continuum of care involved in parenthood for people living with HIV, from pregnancy to infant and child care, and provides evidence-based examples of policies and programmes that integrate sexual and reproductive health interventions with HIV/AIDS care in order to support parenthood. Focusing on parenthood for people living with and affected by HIV, that is, focusing on the couple rather than the woman as the unit of care, the individual or the set of adults who are responsible for raising children, would be an innovative programmatic advance. Going beyond maternal and child health care to providing care and support for parents and others who are responsible for raising children is especially relevant for those living with HIV infection.
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In many areas of the globe most HIV infection is transmitted sexually or in association with pregnancy, childbirth and breastfeeding, raising the need for sexual and reproductive health and HIV/AIDS initiatives to be mutually reinforcing. Most women and men living with HIV are of childbearing age and face difficult choices concerning their sexuality, parenthood desires and family life.

HIV infection affects the way women and men experience parenthood. It has a negative impact on their ability to have children, related not only to psychosocial aspects such as stigma and discrimination and decreased sexual activity, but also to the clinical impact of HIV infection and sexually transmitted infections (STIs) on fertility.1,2 Recently, the availability of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) and of interventions for prevention of mother-to-child transmission (PMTCT) in more countries has markedly changed the life prospects of people living with HIV, creating the possibility of new life projects, including parenthood.3–6

Structural, social and cultural conditions, as well as the existence or absence of policies and programmatic support, may affect access to health care and family formation. Such barriers are not restricted to resource-constrained settings. In countries where antiretrovirals are available, women and men experience similar
challenges, including lack of information regarding safe pregnancy and PMTCT, negative attitudes towards HIV positive people having children and problems accessing safe, legal abortions. Worldwide, differences in provision of skilled care, service infrastructure and human resources, availability of voluntary counselling and testing (VCT), access to condoms and contraceptives, medication and HAART, sum up the issues affecting reproductive choices for women and men living with HIV.

HIV infection has been associated with sexual promiscuity, family disorganisation and drug use, dimensions of life seen as “incurable deviancy”. Moreover, historical and cultural definitions of parenthood and reproduction as women’s issues may also influence the organisation of prevention and care services. Men often prefer larger families than women in many parts of the developing world. Consistent with demographic studies, the desire to have children among Brazilian people living with HIV is more frequent among men than among women, and has been quite prevalent as well in developed countries, whether the men are bisexual or heterosexual. In addition, men have their own unmet reproductive and sexual health needs; men’s access to and involvement in provision of these services thus needs to be addressed and may help to decrease gender inequality and facilitate HIV prevention.

Antenatal care is the port of entry to the health care system for the majority of women of reproductive age. Antenatal care may be available variously through community and home-based care, primary care units, NGO services, faith-based facilities, private clinics, public maternity clinics or hospitals. Depending on the particular features of each service, as well as on health care professionals’ attitudes towards HIV and AIDS, HIV prevention and treatment and care for HIV positive women may not be provided, and counselling and management opportunities, including the window of opportunity for involving male partners during pregnancy, may be missed.

Antenatal care providers should encourage and support pregnant women to access HIV testing and counselling in a caring atmosphere.* Pregnant women must be seen as women in their own right, not only as mothers-to-be, and HIV testing should not only be a means to accomplish prevention of mother-to-child transmission. Testing is an opportunity for

*Access to HIV testing is lacking in parts of Eastern Europe, Latin America and Africa. In some countries, voluntary testing and counselling centres are available in most large urban centres but not rural ones.
early diagnosis of HIV infection that enables access to HIV management, including antiretroviral treatment and prevention of opportunistic infections, to ensure better long-term prognosis and quality of life for women, their children and families. Antenatal care providers should inform women about the benefits of HIV testing and encourage them, ensuring support against stigma and discrimination throughout the diagnostic process.

Women will most likely accept testing if it is offered, especially if HIV treatment is available. For example, acceptance of HIV testing in antenatal care has been shown to be associated with knowledge about availability of antiretroviral drugs for PMTCT in the USA. Expanding antiretroviral treatment for pregnant women worldwide may thus contribute to higher acceptance of testing. Many women believe having an HIV test is unnecessary because they assume they have faithful spouses or do not belong to “risk groups.” The universal offer of testing increases the likelihood that a pregnant woman will be screened. Different strategies have been used to scale-up the offer of HIV testing during pregnancy. In the “opt-in” approach, traditional voluntary counselling and testing strategies are employed, women receive pre-test counselling and informed consent is obtained before blood is drawn. This approach assumes testing is an intrinsic part of antenatal care, and women are given the opportunity to refuse. However, it is important to point out that with the “opt-in” approach many women might not find out their HIV serostatus before delivery, resulting in missed opportunities for access to care for the whole family. Alternatively, the “opt-out” approach treats HIV screening as routine, along with screening for syphilis and hepatitis B. The woman is informed that testing will be performed, but consent is implied unless she specifically refuses. Though this approach is usually associated with wider coverage, there is still concern that it may turn into imposition of HIV tests, since many patients are reluctant to challenge health care procedures.

It is also crucial to consider the psychosocial implications of testing during pregnancy. Disclosure of HIV diagnosis during pregnancy, in the absence of treatment and support, may bring about devastating psychosocial consequences of stigma and discrimination that in some countries exist even within the health care sector. Examples are remarkably similar across regions of denial of treatment, humiliating and stigmatising attitudes and breaches of confidentiality have been experienced, especially in non-specialist health care and obstetric and gynaecology clinics. These include refusal to bring women food or clean their rooms, or not letting them deliver at the hospital because the hospital was “not ready for such complicated cases.”

Antenatal care providers should be trained to provide counselling about HIV and other STIs. Although the presentation of and treatment response to some STIs may be altered in women with HIV, standard treatment protocols are usually effective unless there is severe immune suppression. Training of providers should also address multiple deprivation and vulnerability. A community-based nursing organisation in Detroit, USA, for example, initiated a successful service delivery model based on getting highly vulnerable HIV positive women with a history of substance abuse and mental illness who had had little or no health care access into specialist clinics.

Additionally, fostering male involvement and focusing care approaches on the couple rather than exclusively on women may enhance the experience of pregnancy. Involving men in the reproductive health care of their partners was shown to be acceptable and feasible in KwaZulu-Natal. Women reported that their partners were more helpful and interested, and learned what to do and not do; men reported more trust and being together and having learned useful things; health care providers thought that involving men could bring families closer together, help fathers to become closer to their children and reduce gender-based violence. However, several challenges were recognised at the health service delivery level that would need to be addressed before maternity services become more male-friendly. These included traditional beliefs, obstacles for working fathers to attend, a significant number of couples who were not cohabiting and men with multiple partners who did not want to be seen.

Nor are partners always supportive. Some women worry that their partner will find out they are HIV positive and fear being abandoned or of experiencing violence. Couple counselling if women wish to include their partner is...
an alternative approach and testing after obtaining joint consent has been implemented in some settings in an attempt to reduce women’s vulnerability. This approach may also enhance male involvement.29

Nevertheless, couple counselling might not be enough to guarantee success in avoiding violence. A recent Zambian study showed that even though women in antenatal care who were counselled with their partners were more likely to accept HIV testing compared to women counselled alone, there were no significant differences between the two groups in reported adverse social events, including physical violence, verbal abuse, divorce or separation after disclosure of serostatus.30

Many women experience violence during pregnancy, with harmful consequences both for themselves and their babies, such as spontaneous abortion, pre-term labour and low birthweight. Health care workers must be aware of this and seek to ensure that women receive the counselling, care and referrals they may require to mitigate the risk of intimate partner violence.31,32

Among HIV positive women in the USA, the overall prevalence of domestic or sexual violence may be as high as 68%, with increased risk after disclosure of HIV serostatus.33–35

Integrating women’s perspectives on when and how to learn their HIV status is thus crucial for antenatal HIV screening. Box 1 outlines a comprehensive approach for counselling pregnant women and their partners. Evidence from qualitative research has highlighted the importance of a woman’s awareness of her HIV status, as well as the need to maintain the voluntary nature of testing.36 Women’s HIV status must be kept confidential and their medical records available only to health care workers with a direct role in their own or their infants’ care.

Impact of pregnancy on HIV

Though pregnancy is believed to constitute an immensely complex physiological and immunological state, it does not appear to accelerate HIV disease progression. There is evidence that pregnancy is associated with a decline in mean CD4+ cell counts and altered CD8+ cell counts in HIV positive women, but the clinical implications of these changes are unclear. Nor does there appear to be an association between pregnancy and HIV plasma viral load.22

Impact of maternal HIV infection on pregnancy and perinatal outcome

Even though most pregnancies in HIV positive women, especially if asymptomatic, are free of complications, a meta-analysis of cohort studies comparing seropositive pregnant women with
their seronegative counterparts showed that maternal infection was associated with various adverse perinatal outcomes, including miscarriage, stillbirth, perinatal mortality, infant mortality, intrauterine growth retardation and low birthweight pre-term delivery. Association between maternal HIV infection and infant mortality was stronger in developing countries and in studies of higher methodological quality. Furthermore, severe immuno-suppression was associated with low birthweight neonates, as well as with a trend toward increased risk of pre-term birth.

**Prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV**

Most vertical transmission of HIV is thought to occur during the weeks prior to delivery (one third of cases) or on the day of delivery (two-thirds of cases), not counting transmission via breastmilk. Transmission at earlier stages of pregnancy is believed to occur only seldom. HIV transmission through breastfeeding can take place at any point during lactation, with an increasing cumulative probability the longer the baby is breastfed.

In the absence of prophylactic intervention, vertical transmission rates are about 20% for HIV-1 and 4% for HIV-2. Several factors, both maternal and fetal, as well as obstetric conditions, have been reported to increase the risk. Most significantly, maternal factors include low peripheral blood CD4+ cell counts and high plasma HIV viral load (though no lower threshold has been associated with absence of risk). In addition, obstetric conditions, such as concurrent genital infections, pre-term delivery and premature rupture of membranes, as well as unprotected sex and history of combined injection of cocaine and heroin during pregnancy have also been associated with increased risk of transmission. Birthweight <2500g and HLA class I maternal–neonatal concordance were reported as predictors of HIV perinatal transmission.

Without intervention, in Africa the rate of HIV transmission from infected mother to infant is very high. Intrauterine transmission rates are
estimated at 5–10%, intrapartum transmission rates at 10–20% and through breastfeeding an additional 10–20%. These may vary according to maternal HIV viral load.

In industrialised countries, where HAART, elective caesarean section and replacement feeding are recommended and widely available, vertical transmission rates of less than 3% are common. In most resource-poor countries, HAART is seldom used because of the high cost; as a result of the unavailability of therapy, as well as missed opportunities for HIV testing, HIV MTCT now occurs almost exclusively in resource-poor countries.

A successful mother-to-child transmission prevention programme involves attendance at an antenatal clinic, HIV testing and counselling, availability of antiretroviral drugs, a return visit for disclosure of HIV test results, acceptance of antiretroviral treatment and correct administration to the woman and infant, and agreement and support to formula-feed the infant if formula is safe and available. Women may drop out at each step, hampering overall programme effectiveness. A meta-analysis of Thai and African studies, for example, showed that the mean return rate for test results, regardless of HIV status, ranged widely from 33–100% with a median of 83%.

Recommended measures for PMTCT include suppression of HIV replication with consequent undetectable plasma viral load during pregnancy and suppression of HIV genital shedding during pregnancy. Both of these aims are dealt with by maternal and intrapartum antiretroviral therapy. Moreover, PMTCT measures include elective caesarean section before labour starts and avoidance of breastfeeding with alternative feeding strategies where safe. Evidence from the clinical trial ACTG 076 revolutionised the management of HI virus positive women by demonstrating a decrease in vertical transmission among non-breastfeeding women from 25.5% (placebo arm) to 8.3% (antenatal/neonatal zidovudine arm). After this landmark study, other trials showed the effectiveness of abbreviated regimens in the weeks before delivery and/or at delivery and post-partum of various combinations of zidovudine, lamivudine and nevirapine. In addition, a systematic review showed that maternal monotherapy with zidovudine reduces not only the risk of HIV transmission to the infant, but also significantly decreases infant death and maternal death rates.

Recent WHO guidelines for antiretroviral use during pregnancy take into account whether there are maternal indications for antiretroviral therapy, or if PMTCT is the only reason that therapy is being considered. In the former case, adding a single dose of nevirapine (NVP-Sd) at the onset of labour to the intrapartum and post-partum zidovudine plus lamivudine combination, as well as giving babies NVP-Sd within 72 hours of birth, is recommended. Although concern has been raised concerning NVP-Sd use by the infant due to an increased risk of viral resistance, this adverse effect may be avoided by combining nucleoside analogue reverse transcriptase inhibitors to the prescribed antiretroviral regimen, or delaying introduction of maternal nevirapine-based antiretroviral therapy until six months after delivery. It is important to point out, however, that nevirapine monotherapy for PMTCT is the most affordable or only option in low-resource settings. In these circumstances, in the absence of adequate infrastructure that enables providing combined antiretrovirals, this prophylactic approach may be used.

Although no clinical trial has compared MTCT rates when a woman is on antiretroviral treatment for herself throughout pregnancy, with zidovudine alone or with two other antiretroviral drugs, there is evidence of remarkably low transmission in women on HAART. This suggests that worldwide scaling-up of access to antiretroviral treatment to women and men living with HIV whose condition warrants it may by itself be effective in reducing perinatal transmission as well as providing a therapeutic approach for the mother herself and is indeed strongly recommended in spite of the many challenges for implementation.

An important drawback in the effectiveness of PMTCT relates to patients’ lack of adherence to interventions in general and to prescription of antiretroviral therapy in particular, even though adherence to therapy among pregnant women has been shown to be higher than among non-pregnant women. Qualitative research has pointed out several barriers to HIV positive women’s use or intention to use antiretrovirals during pregnancy, such as fear of toxic effects on the baby or on themselves, fear of drug resistance, belief that prophylactic treatment is
unnecessary among “healthy women” and previous birth of a healthy baby without treatment. In contrast, facilitating factors for adherence were women’s belief that they owe it to the baby, a positive relationship with the physician, knowing others who have successfully using antiretroviral therapy during pregnancy and previous experience of using it themselves during pregnancy.\

Further limitations in the scaling-up of antiretroviral therapy for PMTCT may include lack of availability of medication within the health care system and insufficient coverage regardless of availability of medication, due to the fact that many women deliver at home or no HIV test or intrapartum treatment is offered.\

Another issue to be addressed is the establishment of health care priorities in an environment of poverty, low education, violence, overall lack of resources, inadequate infrastructure and high prevalence of life-threatening endemic diseases. In a Ugandan survey of people living with HIV, people from the general population, health planners, health workers and people with hypertension, nevirapine use for PMTCT ranked as number five in terms of health care priorities, as compared to treatment for eight other conditions, including treatment for childhood diseases (diarrhoea, pneumonia and malaria) and HAART for people living with HIV. Among these, HAART was ranked number one.\

**Delivery care**

Women living with HIV should not be kept separate from other women delivering their babies.\

A primary goal in public health recommendations for developing countries is to alleviate overall maternal and perinatal morbidity and mortality, including HIV testing, PMTCT and alternatives to breastfeeding where these are available. However, for these interventions to be effective, there is an urgent need for improvements in primary health care, maternal and child health care services and skilled attendance at birth, including emergency obstetric care, with active involvement of governments and donor agencies.\

Lack of antenatal care, unavailability or insufficient coverage of HIV testing during pregnancy, or women’s refusal to be tested result in a significant number of pregnant women reaching delivery unaware of their HIV status. Delivery itself is another opportunity to diagnose HIV infection, especially with the advent of rapid HIV tests, and may thus provide the necessary access to PMTCT treatment, even though it is the least preferable time for the woman for obvious psychological reasons.\

However, denying a woman rapid testing and access to treatment may be worse than her learning she is HIV positive just before delivery. Rapid HIV testing has recently received attention as it is easier to perform and non-laboratory health care staff can be trained to carry it out, making scaling-up of HIV testing more feasible in resource-limited settings. Rapid test results can be ready in less than 30 minutes, enabling prophylactic intervention in pregnant women who test positive at delivery care. Test sensitivity and specificity are very high. However these tests may yield false-positive results in screening, particularly in areas where the overall HIV seroprevalence among women is very low. Special attention should thus be given to providing adequate pre-test counselling, obtaining informed consent and ensuring confidentiality of results. Women must be advised that confirmatory serologic evidence of HIV infection is required and should be carried out as part of post-partum care.\

Acceptance of rapid HIV testing antenatally or at delivery has been reported as quite good. In Nairobi, women attending public health clinics were offered either a rapid or a conventional HIV test. Uptake did not differ between the two groups but a higher proportion of women choosing a rapid test actually received their test results. In Thailand, likewise, 79% of women preferred the rapid test method. The further challenge for health care providers is to translate rapid testing uptake into higher treatment uptake.\

Epidural analgesia is not contraindicated in delivery care of women living with HIV. In contrast, unnecessary rupture of membranes and use of fetal scalp electrodes should be avoided. Caesarean sections are safe obstetric procedures and a feasible option in many areas of the world. Elective caesareans should be performed in HIV positive women who present unknown HIV plasma viral loads or viral loads ≥ 1,000 copies/mL, preferably during the 38th or 39th gestational week, before onset of labour
and membrane rupture, in suitable hospital conditions, so as to minimise the risks of maternal morbidity and mortality.\textsuperscript{59}

In a meta-analysis of the role of elective caesarean delivery for women living with HIV this procedure was shown to significantly decrease the risk of mother-to-child transmission. The association was particularly strong for women who were not on antiretroviral therapy or for those who received zidovudine alone during pregnancy.\textsuperscript{63} However, post-partum morbidity, including minor (febrile morbidity, urinary tract infection) and major morbidity (endometritis, thromboembolism) was higher after elective caesarean than with vaginal delivery. Risk factors for post-partum morbidity after caesarean delivery among HIV positive women include more advanced HIV disease and conditions such as diabetes.

There is justified concern about recommending caesarean delivery in HIV positive women worldwide, due to associated morbidity, including at subsequent deliveries, whatever the subsequent mode of delivery.\textsuperscript{22,62} Moreover, in terms of PMTCT, caesarean deliveries may be unnecessary for women on HAART who experience suppression of viral replication (<1,000 plasma HIV-RNA copies/mL) or in some cases undetectable viral loads.\textsuperscript{59} There is recent evidence that in this population caesarean delivery might be associated with increased maternal morbidity.\textsuperscript{22}

In women who deliver vaginally, even though major complications are rare, HIV infection has been associated with an increased risk of puerperal fever, particularly when mediolateral episiotomy is performed.\textsuperscript{64} The benefit of routine episiotomy for women in general is highly controversial. Evidence from a recent systematic review did not find maternal benefits traditionally ascribed to routine episiotomy, such as prevention of faecal and urinary incontinence or pelvic floor relaxation. In fact, outcomes with episiotomy could be worse, as a proportion of women would have had lesser injury without a surgical incision.\textsuperscript{65} Among Kenyan women living with HIV, episiotomy or perineal tears and HIV viral loads were found to be independently associated with increased perinatal HIV transmission.\textsuperscript{66}

There is so far no conclusive evidence whether women living with HIV are at increased risk of obstetric complications, as compared to their seronegative counterparts. Though in the developed world HIV infection was initially reported not to be a risk factor for delivery or post-partum complications, including puerperal sepsis, haemorrhagic disorders or anaesthetic side effects,\textsuperscript{67} in a larger European study a five-fold increased risk of complications was found.\textsuperscript{64} In resource-constrained settings there is evidence that HIV/AIDS-related maternal deaths are increasing considerably and AIDS has overtaken direct obstetric causes as the leading cause of maternal mortality in some areas of high HIV prevalence.\textsuperscript{68}

An important point to be taken into account is how far HIV positive women are actively participating in decisions concerning delivery. A Brazilian study found that whether giving birth vaginally or by caesarean delivery, the woman’s preference took second place to clinical policy. Women reported being advised that caesarean delivery was the only option with HIV; many described their experience of delivery and the post-partum period as more difficult than in previous deliveries and worse than expected.\textsuperscript{69}

For women living with HIV emotional support during pregnancy is certainly important. Whenever possible, women should be allowed to have a companion of their choice present during delivery care. A partner’s participation in childbirth may provide psychosocial support for pregnant women during labour and delivery and early father–child bonding, fostering their involvement in raising the child.\textsuperscript{70,71} However, participation is hampered by structural and cultural barriers that include how delivery and fatherhood are perceived, and whether health care providers value male involvement in delivery and infant care.\textsuperscript{71}

Routine incorporation of universal precautions in service delivery is crucial to mitigate occupational risk and reduce fear of infection on the part of health care workers. In a recent Nigerian study with surgeons, obstetricians and gynaecologists, 40% reported needlestick injuries and 26% blood splashes during surgery. All respondents wore protective aprons, but the use of double gloves and protective goggles were reported by 65% and 30% only. Of concern is the fact that 83% of surgeons had reservations about treating patients infected with HIV, while 13% viewed them with fear, although 80% believed HIV positive patients should not be discriminated against, provided necessary protective materials were available.\textsuperscript{72}
Post-partum care

Over half of all maternal deaths occur within the first 24 hours after childbirth and a further 15% during the first week post-partum. All women, including those who deliver outside health care facilities, require care during the post-partum period. Health care providers, however, often tend to advise a first check-up visit six weeks after childbirth, particularly in resource-limited settings. In Kenya, where most women deliver outside a health facility, 81% did not receive post-partum care. Lack of knowledge, poverty, cultural beliefs and practices that disregard the need for post-partum care seem to perpetuate the problem. In contrast, if a woman from the same region delivers with the assistance of a skilled birth attendant, she is more likely to seek early post-partum care. HIV-related immune suppression may exacerbate these risks.

This early period is also critical to enhance infant survival, as most life-threatening newborn illnesses occur in the first week of life. Recommendations for minimal services that a mother and a baby should receive from a skilled attendant after birth are summarised in Box 2.

Women living with HIV require special care to reduce mammary engorgement, mitigate pain and avoid mastitis. If replacement feeding is chosen by the mother, mechanical breast compression with a bandage is recommended immediately after delivery and should be sustained for ten days. If breast manipulation and stimulation is avoided, this measure may be enough for lactation suppression. Supplementary pharmacological intervention when available is indicated if compression cannot be maintained for longer periods. Women who choose to breastfeed should be counselled to avoid it in case of mastitis, since inflammation is associated with increased risk of HIV transmission. Post-partum care of women living with HIV should include prevention of mastitis and rapid treatment of intervening mammary infections.

Clinical and gynaecological follow-up of the mother is needed. Counselling on family planning should be provided and the importance of dual protection emphasised, involving male partners where appropriate. Partners may create significant barriers to adoption of dual protection. Using a breastfeeding alternative may also require support to get family members and community to accept it.

Given that sterilisation is intended to be permanent, special care must be taken to ensure that every woman (and man) makes a voluntary informed choice for it and that the decision is not made in a moment of crisis or depression. Women living with HIV have reported being forced or pressured to accept sterilisation, particularly where sterilisation is prevalent. Everyone considering sterilisation, regardless of their HIV status, must understand it is permanent and be informed of alternative contraceptive methods. It is also important to point out that sterilisation provides no protection against STI or HIV acquisition and transmission. Thus, condom use is still recommended even if the need for contraception has been taken care of. National laws and norms for sterilisation must
be considered in the decision. An AIDS-related illness may require the procedure to be delayed.

Post-partum care must integrate obstetric care and HIV specialists, to ensure continuity of antiretroviral treatment for the woman, where indicated. Special attention should be given to counselling on the stresses and demands of caring for a new baby, checking for signs of depression and promoting adherence to therapy.\(^{80}\)

**Infant feeding**

Despite recent advances in reducing pregnancy-related HIV transmission to infants with the use of antiretrovirals, there is still a critical need to make infant feeding safer. Appropriate social support for cup feeding and other feeding options that reduce the risk of transmitting HIV while ensuring adequate nutrition should be considered a priority by infant care providers and at community level. Current recommendations stress avoidance of breastfeeding if replacement feeding meets the requirements of being affordable, feasible, acceptable, sustainable and safe. Otherwise, exclusive breastfeeding followed by early weaning is recommended.\(^{81}\)

In resource-poor settings, particularly in Africa, where requirements may be lacking, many HIV positive women are either choosing to breastfeed\(^{82,83}\) or feel they have little actual choice due to lack of clean water, affordable milk powder or both. In these regions lack of access to quality primary health care is also an issue that hinders the appropriate management of frequent and often severe replacement feeding-related morbidity. Therefore local epidemiological data on health risks for both mother and child are important in decision-making.\(^{84}\) Tailoring policy recommendations with established algorithms that identify the healthiest feeding choices for the local environment is a good approach. Mathematical modelling, including infant mortality rates, has been used to estimate the impact of different infant feeding options on HIV-free survival. Results suggest that in settings where infant mortality is below 25 per 1000 live births, replacement feeding from birth results in the greatest HIV-free survival to 24 months, depending on the amount of support, whereas exclusive breastfeeding up to six months of age followed by early weaning produces the best outcome where infant mortality exceeds 25 per 1000 live births. Replacement feeding results in lower HIV-free survival, as compared to non-exclusive breastfeeding in areas with the highest infant deaths (>101 per 1000 live births).\(^{85}\)

Type of breastfeeding probably plays an important role in post-natal HIV transmission. A few studies in the past suggested that exclusive breastfeeding, i.e. breastmilk only with no other food or fluid, might be associated with HIV transmission rates which were lower than in mixed-fed infants (those who received breastmilk and other fluids).\(^{86,87}\) Mixed feeding is believed to increase gut permeability and induce mucosal inflammation, facilitating HIV acquisition. More recently, however, conflicting results have questioned even the relative safety of exclusive breastfeeding. In Zimbabwe, early mixed feeding was associated with a four-fold higher risk of HIV when compared to exclusive breastfeeding.\(^{88}\) In contrast, in Uganda exclusive breastfeeding and mixed feeding resulted in similar risks of HIV transmission, and both yielded higher rates of transmission compared to formula feeding.\(^{89}\)

Infant feeding decisions are not only difficult to make but also to sustain at community level.\(^{90}\) 25% of Ugandan women who had chosen exclusive breastfeeding actually gave other food to their infants and 11% of those who had chosen replacement feeding reported having breastfed their babies at least once, probably because of social pressure.\(^{89}\)

In addition, qualitative research in Malawi showed that HIV positive mothers’ perception of their own bodies and health influenced their infant feeding practices. Women perceived larger body sizes as healthier, were worried that their nutritional status (body size) was declining because of their illness and feared breastfeeding might increase the progression of HIV disease. These results point to the need for more comprehensive information for women, focusing on the woman’s health and well-being as well as the infant’s.\(^{91}\)

Women’s and men’s beliefs and attitudes towards infant feeding options may strongly influence their choices in the context of PMTCT. In Côte d’Ivoire, the vast majority of mothers and mothers-to-be regarded breastfeeding as the appropriate method, but exclusive breastfeeding was not well accepted. Water, especially, was felt a necessary supplement for infants, and wet nursing was accepted by only a few mothers.\(^{92}\)
Informed choice of infant feeding method by HIV positive women, as recommended by UNAIDS/WHO/UNICEF guidelines, may also be compromised by limited counsellor training. In-depth interviews with Tanzanian HIV/AIDS counsellors indicate lack of knowledge or confusion about the actual risks and benefits of the different infant feeding options, counsellors falling back on directive counselling and lack of follow-up support to mothers as important barriers to good quality advice.93

With formula-feeding, in the absence of perinatal antiretroviral treatment, evidence from a randomised trial in Kenya indicated 20.5% of HIV infection in the formula-fed infants as compared to 36.7% in the breastfed group.94 Though the women had access to a clean water supply and could make the formula safely, mortality at 24 months of age was very high and did not differ between breastfed and non-breastfed infants. Formula-feeding in this population was shown to prevent babies from acquiring HIV but not from dying of other causes.95

There is concern among breastfeeding advocates that in resource-poor communities, increased use of formula-feeding by HIV positive mothers might spill over to uninfected mothers, undermining years of public health messages about the benefits of breastfeeding as a complete source of nutrition for infants, bonding, stimulating infant cognitive development and prolonging post-partum amenorrhoea to support child spacing. However, the complexity of the choice whether to breastfeed for HIV positive women remains one with compelling benefits and risks on both sides.

Safer breastfeeding has been proposed for HIV positive women who choose to breastfeed.95 This involves expressing and pasteurising breastmilk. The sustainability of this practice is uncertain, since it is not only less convenient, more time-consuming and more expensive in terms of fuel, but also may be as strongly associated with stigma and discrimination as avoiding breastfeeding altogether.

Breastfeeding by women on HAART may decrease stigma, increase quality of life of HIV positive parents, contribute to parenting efforts, decrease child mortality and perhaps help to motivate people in the community to present for HIV testing and counselling, creating increased awareness about HIV.26 The goal is to provide HAART to people living with HIV in need, whereas giving antiretrovirals in the peri-partum period only to prevent MTCT is a short-term measure.

**Infant care**

The impact of the HIV epidemic on child health globally is a major emerging issue. Before large-scale national PMTCT programmes began to be implemented, 600,000 new paediatric infections were estimated to occur annually, particularly in Africa.96 Whereas children account for only 4% of people living with HIV, 20% of AIDS deaths have been in children.97

Immaturity of the immune system is believed to affect an infant's ability to combat HIV infection. Consequently, perinatally infected children generally progress to AIDS more rapidly than HIV positive adults.97 In the pre-HAART era, approximately 25% of these children progressed to AIDS within the first year of life and the median time to AIDS development for the remaining 75% was seven years. Prognosis is still dramatic for children living in poor countries; over 50% die within two years and 89% by the age of three in sub-Saharan Africa.96,98

However, coordinated perinatal and paediatric HIV care initiatives have been shown to be effective. In a successful collaborative programme, Jamaican nurses and midwives were trained in PMTCT, voluntary counselling and testing, and recognition and management of paediatric AIDS, following guidelines for HIV care with consequent impact on sensitising and encouraging other health care workers in the care of persons living with HIV/AIDS, on enhancing multidisciplinary collaboration, on sensitising people in the community about the disease and on improving the comfort level of women and families with accessing health care.99

Early diagnosis of HIV infection is crucial for HIV positive children. However, difficulties still exist in many areas of the globe, particularly where access to antenatal and delivery care is deficient, which postpone recognition of vertically transmitted infection. Suspicion of HIV infection should target not only infants born to HIV positive mothers, but also those who exhibit clinical signs of immune suppression. The aim is to recognise HIV infection as early as possible, to prevent opportunistic infections and HIV disease progression and address psychosocial
issues that might impair the child's development. This includes HIV serologic monitoring until 18 months of age to rule out infection; this may also be done with two negative HIV virological tests at ages one and four months. Recently, HIV-RNA detection on dried blood spots on filter paper was assessed in South Africa, yielding high diagnostic sensitivity and specificity. This approach may allow early diagnosis of HIV infection in areas where molecular biology laboratories are not widespread. Cotrimoxazole prophylaxis (for Pneumocystis pneumonia but also other bacteriological diseases) after the age of six weeks for at least four months, regardless of negative viral results, is also recommended. Clinical and laboratory monitoring of the child's growth and development should include screening for other perinatal infections and immunisation, as well as checking for evidence of zidovudine-associated anaemia.

Developing effective infant care strategies continues to be a significant challenge. So far, most initiatives relating to children have been to reduce perinatal transmission, without providing any other intervention to mothers, their partners or children. As a consequence, infected and non-infected children born to HIV positive parents have often faced being placed in an orphanage – hardly an effective, long-term solution. Implementation of a more comprehensive approach to the care of affected families and keeping parents alive and healthy is urgently needed if these children are to have a future.

The family situation has been reported as an important barrier to proper care of infants living with HIV in Thailand. Two years after birth, three times more women were shown to be living alone, as compared to the time of delivery; 30% of families had a reduced income and 10% of male partners had died. Most children (78%) were living with their mothers, but only 57% of mothers were their children's primary caretakers. Furthermore, high levels of depression were identified among women living with HIV, particularly with regard to their children's health and family's future.

Children and adolescents living with HIV and adoption
For care providers and HIV positive parents, the long-term care of their children, including those living with HIV who are growing into adolescence under HAART, is important. Support is needed by HIV-affected families and should thus be more deeply considered in the comprehensive care provided to women and men living with HIV.

Recent studies conducted among adolescents who were born with HIV or who acquired HIV after sexual exposure have highlighted important challenges to be faced when linking HIV and AIDS care and sexual and reproductive health. Children infected through their mothers tended to grow up over-protected, often without being told they have HIV, and many lack basic information about sexuality and reproduction until late adolescence. In contrast, at the same ages, those who were sexually infected suffer from stigma and discrimination at health care centres. Developmental issues with many of these adolescents have been disregarded and their HIV positive status disclosed without their consent, even when it was unnecessary as regards their care needs. The future role of pregnant girls as mothers is also often overlooked during antenatal visits. In addition, adolescents living with HIV are very concerned about their bodies and body image as related to their health status; the emotional suffering of keeping their HIV status secret is a terrible burden. They need psychosocial support to be able to disclose their diagnosis to friends and loved ones and to make plans for the future, including having a sexual relationship, building a family and having children.

Some HIV positive adolescents see adoption of children as an alternative to having their own children. Many orphans who are living with HIV have themselves been legally or unofficially adopted by foster families worldwide. Nevertheless, when they reach adolescence, they may not be permitted to do the same, as governmental regulations in many countries prohibit adoption by people living with HIV.

Particularly in Africa, orphanhood is a neglected issue. For orphan care, the community-based approach is usually preferred since it maintains the affected child within a family environment in their own village or tribe. Fostering of orphaned infants by the extended family often means by elderly relatives; often they cannot afford to support the children or refuse to do so due to stigma and discrimination.
In some developing countries, when a parent dies, older children may be the only surviving family members to care for younger siblings. Foster care for children or the future of those who have lost one or both parents may differ in different cultural contexts. Being HIV positive and either losing their mother or both parents to AIDS increases a child’s chance of being institutionalised in Brazil. Consequently, young children without either parent should be given the highest priority.

In 2005, Human Rights Watch documented the extent to which children suffer discrimination in access to education from the moment HIV afflicts their families. Children may have to leave school to perform household labour or to mourn a parent’s death. Many cannot afford school fees if parents are too sick to earn a living, and schools may even refuse admission to HIV-affected children. In many cases, their mothers were left with no resources after their husbands died of AIDS. In others, volunteers from community-based organisations resorted to pooling meagre resources to provide orphans only with basic necessities. Many orphans live in the street or in households headed by other children. Qualitative research with HIV positive Nigerians, community leaders and AIDS orphans showed that the burden of childcare often fell on maternal family members. Poor education, due to lack of finances, ranked highest among the problems these children faced. A need was highlighted for the government to support and network with NGOs to provide HIV care and family support for orphans. International agencies also have an important role in this regard, providing technical advice and funding.

Policy implications

Men and women living with HIV face difficult choices concerning sexuality, parenthood desires and family life. Structural, social and cultural issues, as well as the lack of programmatic support, hinder the fulfilment of their rights to quality sexual and reproductive health care and to have a family. In a study that investigated issues of sexuality and reproduction, 250 men living with HIV in São Paulo, Brazil, were asked whether they wished to have children and whether health professionals in the HIV/AIDS care clinics that they attended were supportive of their wishes. Most participants said that professionals were not supportive enough or even impartial about HIV positive people having children, and paid little attention to men’s fathering role. 80% of the men had sexual relationships, and 43% of them wanted children, especially those who had no children, in spite of expectations of disapproval. Few of the men received information about treatment options that would protect infants, however. In previous studies with HIV positive women attending the same clinics, by comparison, greater knowledge about prevention of perinatal HIV transmission was reported, but women had fewer sexual relationships, fewer desired to have children, and they expected even more disapproval of having children from health professionals. Similar expectations concerning having a child and anticipating disapproval from health care providers, as well as lack of updated information on PMTCT have been reported by heterosexual men living with HIV in London. These studies
suggest that the rights of people with HIV to found a family depend as much on curing the ills of prejudice and discrimination, including among health professionals, as on medical interventions.

Policies aiming at protecting and fulfilling the rights of men and women living with HIV to parenthood should thus be comprehensive enough to address the continuum of care from pregnancy to infant and child care, to provide means of integrating sexual and reproductive health interventions with HIV/AIDS care and to mitigate AIDS-related stigma and discrimination.

Skilled care, defined as the continuum of care from community and primary level to tertiary level for HIV positive women and men in relation to parenthood must go beyond provision of the best treatment available and foster multi-sectoral links with the education system, community-based organisations and social movements that cope with a broad range of AIDS-related burdens, especially in high prevalence areas. Focusing on the couple, the individual or the set of adults who are responsible for raising children, rather than seeing only the woman or the infant as the unit of care, would certainly be an innovative programmatic advance towards meeting the parenthood rights and needs of people living with or affected by HIV.
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Résumé
Dans de nombreuses régions du monde, l’infection à VIH est transmise par voie sexuelle ou en association avec la grossesse, l’accouchement et l’allaitement maternel, ce qui exige des initiatives de santé génésique et de lutte contre le VIH/SIDA se renforçant mutuellement. Bien de personnes en bonne santé vivant avec VIH voudront avoir des enfants. Ayant recouvré l’antégrade à l’efficacité du traitement antirétroviral, les femmes et les hommes avec SIDA envisagent de nouveaux projets, par exemple avoir des enfants. Néanmoins,


ils doivent encore faire des choix difficiles concernant la sexualité, le désir d’enfant et la vie familiale. Des questions structurelles, sociales et culturelles, ainsi que le manque de soutien des programmes, entravent la réalisation du droit à des soins de santé génésique de qualité et un soutien pour fonder une famille. L’article décrit l’assistance nécessaire pour les parents vivant avec le VIH, de la grossesse aux soins à donner aux nourrissons et aux enfants, et donne des exemples de politiques et de programmes qui intègrent des interventions de santé génésique avec les soins en matière de VIH/SIDA afin de soutenir la paternité. Se centrer sur la fonction parentale pour les personnes vivant avec le VIH ou touchées par le virus, c’est-à-dire sur le couple plutôt que sur la femme comme unité de soins, l’individu ou l’ensemble d’adultes qui élèvent des enfants, serait une bonne innovation pour les programmes. Pour les personnes séropositives, il est particulièrement important de dépasser les soins de santé maternelle et infantile pour soutenir les parents et d’autres responsables de l’éducation des enfants.